
CRM STRATEGY OF VODAFONE

Vodafone's Marketing Strategy Our Strategies objectives is toInnovate and deliver on our customer's total
communication needs. Vodafone.

Based on the quality of service such as high speed, bandwidth, the price of the service is decided. The
promotional strategy in the marketing mix of Vodafone is to aggressively promote the products of the brand
through TV, print, online, billboards etc. Yet placing customers at the heart of a business is just a cliche for
most who allow finance systems to reign supreme. Failure to integrate as the single source of truth for the
entire customer lifecycle The antithesis of this list obviously gets you on the path to CRM success but how do
you secure the essential support of the CEO for the right level of funding and executive commitment? How
can we make ourselves customer-centric and enable our sales and support people to be more efficient and
effective? The core use of the Vodafone service was initially for texting and calling. Out of all the marketing
mix strategies, promotion is the strongest point of Vodafone because of Vodafone ZooZoos. Frequent press
releases of Vodafone to keep its customers informed also help the company reach out the customers more
frequently. These ambassadors are recognized across the world. Constantly ask the right questions. Since
telecom is a service industry, having the processes effective and efficient are a part of the business. Process:
Vodafone lays a strong emphasis on processes as a part of its service marketing mix. Since this is a service
marketing brand, here are the other three Ps to make it the 7Ps marketing mix of Vodafone. Focus on customer
relationship management as a strategy and then a process. Image: geograph Price: Below is the pricing
strategy in Vodafone marketing strategy: Vodafone prices its products competitively in order to beat its
competitors. Customer service is also of high value for the processes to be good, which is always looked after
at Vodafone. This instead of being an imposition on them or merely serving as a database reporting tool. The
Vodafone company has a staggering workforce strength of over , employees across the world. Select software
technologies that are easy to use and also offer flexibility for cloud deployment, include strong process
workflow, integrate easily and affordably with social media platforms LinkedIn, etc. In talking with my
clients, here are my recommendations for framing the conversation with the board, CEO, or executive
leadership team. Tom Siebel ran his company very much with a command and control philosophy; and that
was how the software worked. Easy availability of top-ups is of utmost importance and having fully functional
towers with good signal strengths for the customers. Selecting the wrong technology guarantees CRM failure
but choosing the right products and solutions does not guarantee success â€” change management is key.


